
 

   

Why is Cyber awareness important? 
Technology is changing at an exponential pace. We all see evidence of this whenever we buy the latest smart phone, only 
to see the next upgrade appear 12 months later. In 2017, Apple celebrated the 10th anniversary of the iPhone, but this 
technology is so embedded in our lives its second nature and feels like it’s been with us for more than 20 years. 

Whilst organisations 
have different levels of 
dependency on technology, 
they all have some form of 

cyber risk 

In a similar way, organisations have become dependent on technology. The internet, emails, online trading, data storage, 
social media, computers and smartphones are now common tools required to communicate and trade in the modern world. 
It is often the case that the technology we work with has become so familiar to us; we can overlook the integral part they 
play in the smooth running of the organisation. 

Whilst organisations have differing levels of dependency on technology, they all have some form of cyber risk.   

What is a cyber risk? 

Cyber is a term used to describe computers, information technology systems and electronic communication. 

Risk is a situation that involves exposure to some form of danger. 

Cyber + Risk = Cyber Risk 

Is there a threat? 

Yes, there is a very clear threat, but one of the challenges is that the threat is varied and adaptable. 

It can range from high volume, opportunistic and indiscriminate hacking attacks where technical expertise can be bought 
by teenagers, to highly sophisticated and persistent threats involving bespoke malware designed to compromise specifc 
targets that are typically associated with nation states. 

Last year saw numerous high profle attacks, which thrust the threat into the public consciousness, and helped make 
people more aware of the need to have some form of defence. The ‘WannaCry’ attack in May 2017 was a global event 
and it received a lot of media attention. In total over 230,000 victims around the world were affected by ransomware 
that encrypted the data held on their computer and demanded a payment of $300 each to release the fles.1 This was 
an indiscriminate attack and the only thing the victims had in common was their use of older Windows versions such as 
Windows XP or they had not yet deployed the patch released by Microsoft a month earlier. 



 
  

  
 

  
  

   
 

 

   
 

   

  
  

  
  

 

   

Who are the attackers? 

Many attacks are performed by malicious outsiders and their motivation is not always fnancial. It must be remembered that 
the traditional hacker mind-set is one of creativity, and they seek ways to do things differently. 

The motivation of hackers differ and there are several common types: 

1 Nation states and state sponsored ‘actors’ will have the highest skill set and have the resources to attract the best talent 
and resources. They are also highly motivated as they consider their activities to be patriotic. Many states now have cyber 
capabilities and can use these in both a defensive and offensive capacity. The 2017 WannaCry attack used an exploit 
tool that was stolen from the National Security Agency in the US and the particular Windows vulnerability had been 
exploited for several years before it became public. 

2 Organised crime gangs are one of the biggest threats to individuals and organisations. Their skillset is of a high level 
and they are purely motivated by money. They seek fast fnancial gains and will deploy malware and phishing campaigns 
to steal money. Much of the serious cyber-crime in the UK continues to be perpetrated by highly organised crime gangs 
situated in Eastern Europe. 

3 Hacktivists are motivated by political, religious, environmental or other personal beliefs. They are often content with 
embarrassing their targets through the defacement of websites or distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS). High 
profle groups such as Anonymous or Lulzsec are decentralised and spread around the world. 

4 Cyber terrorists are a recent phenomenon that has largely risen out of the emergence of the Islamic State. They are 
motivated by religious or political beliefs so can have a moderate level of persistency against their targets. 

5 Script kiddies represent one of the fastest growing threat groups. Their level of technical ability is low, so they will often 
use readily available tools or scripts written by other more experienced hackers. 

6 The insider represents one of the most dangerous threats as they already have access to the system. The actions of an 
insider can be both accidental and malicious and can include from an email being sent to the wrong recipient, a lost 
laptop or someone who seeks to hurt or damage their employer. 

The lines between those committing attacks continue to blur and there is often a lack of ownership for attacks. 

Malicious attacks 

The attackers have a wide range of options including malware (malicious software), social engineering and web based attack. 

Malware 

In February 2017, Symantec a security company reported that there were 91.4 million new forms of malware in use, which 
was three times higher than at the same point in 2016.2 To put this into a different context, in 2017 there was a new form 
of malware created every 4.2 seconds. 

Some of the common types include viruses, worms, spyware, trojan horses and ransomware. 

Viruses are similar to the human variant in that it infects your computer and make it sick. Once activated, they can be used 
to steal information or money or cause harm to the computer system. Viruses can replicate and spread across a computer 
network. 

Worms are similar to viruses, but once they infect the computer they do not require any human interaction in order to 
spread across the network. They often deliver a ‘payload’ that can harm a host computer or steal data.  

Spyware is a form of malware that records activity on your computer system without your knowledge. They can collect 
your banking details and passwords, which are then sent onto potential fraudsters. 

Trojan horses or Trojans, disguise themselves as legitimate software application or software and tricks users into 
downloading or opening it. Once opened, it will give a remote party access to the computer system. 



 
  

  

 

 

 

 

 

How can you be safe? 

The threat is real, according the Government’s 2017 Cyber Security Breaches survey - 52% of small organisations have been 
subject to some form of attack.3 

According to Ciaran Martin, CEO of the Government’s National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC): 

“The majority of successful cyber-attacks are not that sophisticated but can cause serious 
commercial damage. By getting the basic defenses right, businesses of every size can protect their 
reputation, fnances and operating capabilities. ” 
In addition General Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) advise that approximately 80% of cyber-attacks can be 
prevented or mitigated by basic information risk management.4 

The Government’s survey also highlighted that small organisations on average invest only £2,600 in cyber security. A 
number of smaller organisations believe that they are too small or insignifcant to be subject to an attack. However, 
larger organisations have seen the damage that can be caused by a breach and have taken preventative steps to protect 
themselves. This means that many organised crime gangs are turning their attention towards smaller organisations. Whilst 
the potential pay-out is smaller, they are easier to compromise and require a lower level of resource. 

Have a plan6 
There are a number of measures that you can take to prepare, but it’s of vital importance that you have an incident 
management plan to ensure your organisation can respond quickly to, and mitigate the impact of an actual, or alleged, 
data breach. 

The introduction of GDPR will bring with it a requirement to notify a loss of data to the regulator within 72 hours, so it’s 
critical that a plan exists which will allow rapid action to be taken. 

What steps can be taken?7 
The National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) have issued the following guidelines for you and your clients that can be 
implemented to help reduce the cyber threat and the impact that a cyber-event could have. 

n  Backing up your data, consider cloud storage 
n  Install anti Malware software, maintain frewalls and regular patching 
n  Keep your smartphones and tablets safe with passwords 
n  Using passwords to protect your data and consider password managers 
n  Avoiding phishing attacks with staff training and money transfer controls 

If you need to further improve your cyber security, then you can also seek certifcation under the Government’s Cyber 
Essentials scheme, which has the beneft of demonstrating to your clients (or prospective clients) that you take the 
protection of their data seriously (see www.cyberessentials.ncsc.gov.uk for more details). 

You can’t completely eliminate the threat of a cyber-attack, but you can mitigate it by taking effective precautions. The 
answer should include a blended approach that includes training, supported security policies, malware protection and cyber 
insurance. Cyber insurance is not the sole solution, but it should form part of a holistic solution and will help reduce the 
impact on an attack by providing fnancial support and specialist services. 

1. WannaCry: hackers withdraw £108,000 of bitcoin ransom. The Guardian, 3rd August 2017 

2. Internet Security Theft report, Symantec, February 2017 

3. Cyber Security Breaches Survey 2017, Department for Digital, Culture, Medial & Sport , April 2017 

4. 10 steps to cyber security, in association with CPNI, Cabinet Offce and BIS, produced by GCHQ, 2015 
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